ATTN: STUDENTS

Do yourself a Flavor

Get a Meal Plan!

Limited Time Offer
Buy a Meal Plan Jan 22–26 and get bonus Paw Points!

Unlimited or Block 175 ➤ 50 bonus Paw Points!
Block 75 or Block 30 ➤ 25 bonus Paw Points!

Jan 22–26: Purchase in person at the TigerOne Card Office 8am–4:30pm, 111 Hendrix Student Center

Offer available to students who purchase a meal plan during the promotional time period: January 22–January 26, 2018. Students who purchase an Unlimited meal plan or the Block 175 meal plan during the promotional time period will receive 50 additional Paw Points. Students who purchase the Block 75 meal plan or the Block 30 meal plan during the promotional time period will receive 25 additional Paw Points. Additional Paw Points will be added to student accounts at time of purchase. Offer ends January 26, 2018.